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A B S T R A C T

Therapeutic proteins are among the most widely prescribed medications, with wide distribution and com-
plex supply chains. Shipping exposes protein formulations to stresses that can trigger aggregation, although
the exact mechanism(s) responsible for aggregation are unknown. To better understand how shipping causes
aggregation, we compared populations of aggregates that were formed in a polyclonal antibody formulation
during live shipping studies to populations observed in accelerated stability studies designed to mimic both
the sporadic high g-force and continuous low g-force stresses encountered during shipping. Additionally, we
compared the effects on aggregation levels generated in two types of secondary packaging, one of which was
designed to mitigate the effects of large g-force stresses. Aggregation was quantified using fluorescence
intensity of 4,40-dianilino-1,10-binaphthyl-5,50-disulfonic acid (bis-ANS) dye, size exclusion high performance
liquid chromatography (SEC��HPLC), and flow imaging microscopy (FIM). FIM was also combined with
machine learning methods to analyze particle morphology distributions. These comparisons revealed that
the morphology distributions of aggregates formed during live shipping resemble distributions that result
from low g-force events, but not those observed following high g-force events, suggesting that low g-force
stresses play a predominant role in shipping-induced aggregation.
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Introduction

Therapeutic proteins offer many advantages (e.g. potency, mecha-
nism)1−3 over conventional pharmaceuticals, and comprise the fast-
est growing class of new drugs.1,2 Because the safety and efficacy of
protein therapeutics depends on their conformation and higher-
order structure, it is critical that they are processed and formulated
to minimize physical instabilities such as aggregation. Protein aggre-
gation and the associated formation of subvisible particles within for-
mulations can result from a variety of stresses incurred during
manufacturing, fill-finish processing, shipping, or administration to
patients.4−11

A number of mechanisms may be responsible for protein aggrega-
tion. The pathways leading to protein aggregation depend on the
type of applied stress (e.g., mechanical, thermal, chemical), and result
in particles with characteristic morphology distributions. These dis-
tinct morphology distributions provide “fingerprints” that may be
used to identify the types of stress that generated populations of
aggregates within a formulation.12−14

We have recently demonstrated a technique that utilizes flow
imaging microscopy (FIM) and various machine learning and statisti-
cal tools to compare samples based on these particle morphology dis-
tributions.12 FIM uses a digital microscope to record images of
particles present in liquid formulations as samples are pumped
through a microfluidic channel. The resulting images, while primarily
used to count and size particles in a sample, also capture morphologi-
cal features of the protein aggregates in the sample. This morphology
information can be extracted and compared between samples to
determine if those samples exhibit similar particle morphology dis-
tributions suggesting that the aggregates were formed by a shared
aggregation mechanism.

Although great strides have been made in controlling aggregation
during manufacturing and fill-finish operations, shipping still
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exposes protein formulations to potentially damaging thermal and
mechanical stresses.8 Previous studies have evaluated the effects of
high g-forces incurred during shipping and have explored potential
mitigation of aggregation through improved packaging.15,16 Other
studies have addressed the role of fill volume on protein aggregation
in solutions subjected to mechanical stresses.8 However, our under-
standing of the relative importance of the various stresses imposed
on protein formulations during shipping and ways in which these
stresses can be mitigated are still incomplete. For instance, during
transportation, protein solutions are typically subjected to low
g-force mechanical stresses that may include slow rocking motions
and nearly continuous low-intensity vibrations, and sporadic, high
g-force mechanical shocks that may induce cavitation. But it is
unknown which of these types of motion might be most damaging.
In principle, if the stress that predominately causes protein aggrega-
tion during shipping could be identified, packaging or shipping con-
ditions could be tailored to specifically address the most damaging
stress.

In this study of shipping-induced protein aggregation, intrave-
nous immunoglobulin (IVIg) formulations were filled in glass vials to
various fill volumes and packaged in one of two types of secondary
packaging designed to modulate the effects of mechanical stresses on
the samples. These samples were then exposed to either live shipping
stress or one of two accelerated stability stresses designed to mimic
the effects of either continuous low g-force motions or sporadic, high
g-force mechanical shocks encountered during shipping. A g-force
tracking monitor was used to monitor the strength of mechanical
shocks incurred by the formulations during these stresses. Protein
damage from shipping and in-lab simulated shipping was assessed
using aggregate-sensitive extrinsic fluorescence assays, size exclu-
sion high performance liquid chromatography (SEC��HPLC) and
FIM.17 Finally, convolutional neural network (ConvNet)-based
machine learning algorithms were used to compare the morphology
distributions of aggregates formed in IVIg formulations exposed to
real-time shipping stresses to morphology distributions of aggregates
formed during accelerated mechanical stresses. The ConvNet algo-
rithm enabled us to discern whether the aggregate populations
formed during shipping exhibited morphologies similar to those cre-
ated by application of low or high g-force shocks. This analysis
allowed us to probe the relative importance of these stresses imposed
on IVIg formulations during shipping and the contributions of pack-
aging materials to protect samples from shipping-induced damage.

Materials and methods

Materials

A working solution of 0.5 mg/mL intravenous immunoglobulin
(IVIg) was prepared by diluting 100 mg/mL Gammagard Liquid
(Baxter, Deerfield, IL) in 1x phosphate buffered saline pH 7.4 (Gibco,
Carlsbad, California). Nominal 5 mL Type 1 borosilicate glass vials
(DWK Life Sciences, Milville, NJ) and butyl rubber stoppers (Fisher,
Waltham, MA) were triple washed with filtered 200 proof ethanol
(Decon Labs, King of Prussia, PA), tripled rinsed with ultrapure (18.2
MV filtered) water, and allowed to air dry before use. 4,40-dianilino-
1,10-binaphthyl-5,50-disulfonic acid (bis-ANS), sodium sulfate,
sodium phosphate monobasic, and sodium azide were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium phosphate dibasic was
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA).

Sample preparation

IVIg solutions were filled in vials to eight different fill levels, with
volumes ranging from 2 to 8.74 mL. The interfacial area-to-volume
(IAV) ratio, defined as the ratio of the air-liquid interface area to the
liquid volume in the vials, was estimated for each fill volume by
modeling the vials as partially filled horizontal cylinders. The total
air-water interfacial area was calculated as the sum of the air-liquid
surface area and the air-glass surface area above the meniscus which
is wetted during agitation and thus contributes additional air-liquid
interface area. The surface area in the neck of the vial was not
included in the calculation for simplicity's sake. The total air-water
interfacial area of the vial was then divided by the liquid fill volume
to calculate the IAV ratio, which decreased from 11 to 1.3 cm�1 as the
fill volume was increased from 2 to 8.7 mL.

Vials were packed in one of two kinds of packaging materials. In
packaging denoted as “lab packaging” (LAP), vials were wrapped
with bubble wrap and placed in plastic boxes. Another set of vials
were packaged in a custom rigid foam packaging from Sealed Air Cor-
poration (Charlotte, NC) designated as “SAP”. SAP packaging was
designed to attenuate high frequency, high g-force shocks.

Shipping study

IVIg solutions in vials were packaged in LAP and SAP and were
placed in a cardboard overpack with ice packs to maintain tempera-
ture and shipped together. Vials were shipped from Colorado to
North Carolina via Carrier 1 and returned via Carrier 2. After the
return shipping, vials were stored at 4 °C prior to analysis.

Accelerated simulated shipping studies

Accelerated simulated shipping studies were developed to mimic
two of the types of stress experienced during shipping: sporadic high
g-force events and repetitive low g-force events. To simulate high g-
force events that occurred during shipping, IVIg solutions in vials
packaged with LAP or SAP (Supplementary Figure S1) were tumbled
in a rotary high repetition drop instrument (Roper, Benton Harbor,
MI). The instrument dropped the packages from a height of approxi-
mately 18 inches once every second. Packages were tumbled for 5,
10, or 15 min at room temperature.

To mimic repetitive low g-force events occurring during shipping,
IVIg solutions in vials packaged with LAP or SAP vials were placed on
an orbital shaker with a speed of 320 rpm for 0.5, 1, 2, or 4 h at
room temperature. Vials were placed within their packaging so as to
maintain a horizontal orientation.

Evaluation of g-forces in simulated and live shipping studies

A Shocklog 298 (ShockWatch, Inc., Dallas, TX) impact recorder
was included in the shipped package to monitor the g-forces experi-
enced during live shipping. The Shocklog was placed in the overpack
to monitor the g forces experienced by both the SAP and LAP samples.
The Shocklog continually monitored g-forces and the temperature of
the package, recording the maximum g force value experienced by
the package over a minute-long interval. The device was set with a
maximum threshold of 100 x g (instrument accuracy § 2%). The
Shocklog 298 was also packaged in SAP and LAP and placed in the
rotary high repetition drop instrument and on the orbital shaker to
characterize the forces experienced by the samples during acceler-
ated simulated shipping stresses.

Extrinsic fluorescence analysis of protein aggregation

4,40-dianilino-1,10-binaphthyl-5,50-disulfonic acid (bis-ANS), an
aggregate-sensitive fluorescent dye, was used to assess protein
aggregation generated during simulated in-lab shipping and live
shipping stresses. Immediately prior to analysis, 20 mL of 25 mM bis-
ANS was mixed with 180 mL of sample in a 96-well fluorescence
plate (Greiner Bio-One, Kremsm€unster, Upper Austria) as previously
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described.18 Plates were read using a microplate reader (Tecan, Man-
nedorf, Switzerland) with an excitation wavelength of 390 nm and
an emission wavelength of 490 nm.

Size exclusion high performance liquid chromatography (SEC��HPLC)

SEC��HPLC was used to determine the amount of soluble protein
lost as aggregates during live and accelerated shipping stresses. To
prepare samples for SEC��HPLC, 1 mL of each IVIg sample was centri-
fuged at 20,000 x g for 20 min at 20 °C to sediment insoluble aggre-
gates. 100 mL of the supernatant was injected into an Agilent 1100
HPLC system. The mobile phase consisted of 100 mM sodium sulfate,
50 mM sodium phosphate dibasic, 50 mM sodium phosphate mono-
basic, and 0.05% sodium azide. Mobile phase flowed through TSKgel
Guard SWXL and TSKgel G3000 SWXL analytical columns (Tosoh Bio-
science, King of Prussia, PA) at a rate of 0.6 mL/min. Protein concen-
trations in the eluates were monitored by absorption measured at
280 nm. All chromatograms showed a large peak assigned to mono-
meric protein that eluted at 15 min, and a smaller peak assigned to
soluble minor high molecular weight (HMW) species that eluted at
approximately 13 min and comprised roughly 6.3% of the total chro-
matogram area (see Supplemental Figure S2). The height of the HMW
peak was essentially invariant under all conditions tested, even when
substantial amounts of aggregate could be observed visually in the
samples. Chromatograms were integrated to provide the total peak
area for the total soluble protein (i.e., monomer plus HMW) species
and compared against chromatograms measured for unstressed
controls to determine the amounts of protein lost as insoluble
aggregates.

Flow imaging microscopy analysis of particle morphology and
concentration

FIM was used to record concentrations and morphology informa-
tion for particles in samples following application of simulated and
live shipping stresses. Samples were analyzed using a FlowCam VS
(Fluid Imaging, Scarborough, ME) fitted with a FC80 flow cell and a
10x objective. 150mL of each sample was loaded into the instrument,
of which 100 mL was analyzed at a flow rate of 0.05 mL/min. RGB
color images of particles larger than 2 mm in diameter were recorded
and analyzed.

Particle comparison algorithm

FIM images of particles produced in IVIg solutions during shipping
and accelerated stress testing were analyzed with an image analysis
algorithm described previously.12 This approach uses ConvNets to
compress FIM images into very low-dimensional image representa-
tions or embeddings and statistical tools such as nonparametric den-
sity estimates and goodness-of-fit hypothesis testing to determine if
two samples exhibit similar populations of these image embeddings.
We briefly describe the application of this algorithm here, noting that
the omitted details match those used in a previous study.12

FIM images of particles were imported into Python 2.7 and
rescaled to 24 £ 24 pixels. A ConvNet was trained on FIM images of
IVIg aggregates formed in both LAP and SAP as a result of the two
accelerated simulated shipping stresses (5 min of tumbling or 0.5 h
of shaking) in vials with an IAV ratio of 1.3 cm�1 . This network was
trained using a triplet loss approach19 implemented in Keras using a
TensorFlow backend. The trained network was used to map FIM
images onto 2D image representations or embeddings to capture par-
ticle information recorded in the raw images. 9000 FIM images of
aggregates generated by each combination of accelerated shipping
stress and packaging were used to train this network. 10,000 FIM
images from all samples were used as test data for the trained
algorithm —including samples stressed during the live shipping
study and or stressed at different IAV ratios that were not used to
train the initial ConvNet. The resulting point clouds of 2D embed-
dings were used to compare particles formed by different stresses
(real-time shipping or the accelerated shipping stresses) in the same
packaging or different packaging when exposed to the same stress.
These comparisons were performed both by visual inspection of the
embeddings from these conditions as well goodness-of-fit hypothesis
testing. To perform hypothesis testing, the ConvNet was used to com-
pute embeddings of all training images recorded under one of the
conditions being compared, which we denote as the baseline condi-
tion. The resulting embeddings were then used to construct a kernel
density estimate of the probability density function (PDF) of embed-
dings for the baseline condition. Sets of 20 test images were then sub-
sampled from the images recorded under another condition (denoted
as the test condition), converted to 2D embeddings using the trained
ConvNet and analyzed using a goodness-of-fit hypothesis test to test
the null hypothesis that these embedding sets were consistent with
the embedding PDF for the baseline sample. This analysis was per-
formed using a Rosenblatt transform-based goodness-of-fit hypothe-
sis test12 using a 5% Type I (false positive) error rate to determine
critical values for the test. This process was repeated 10,000 times
per pair of baseline and test samples and the rejection rate (i.e., the
fraction of these subsamples that were not consistent with the base-
line condition) was recorded as a measure of dissimilarity between
the conditions. Samples with very similar particle morphology popu-
lation distributions yielded rejection rates close to the 5% Type I error
rate of the test, whereas samples with more significant differences in
particle populations yielded higher rejection rates.

Results

G-forces generated during shipping and accelerated lab testing

The g-forces monitor recorded the average maximum g-force
experienced every minute during shipment. A wide range of g-forces
were recorded during shipping (Fig. 1A). During Leg 1, Colorado to
North Carolina via Carrier 1, numerous short bursts of high g-force
events (>30 g) interspersed between longer periods with lower g-
forces were observed. During Leg 2 fewer high g events but more
shocks in the 1−5 g range were recorded. The temperature recorded
by the Shocklog 298 monitor within the shipping box during this leg
dropped below freezing for approximately 18 h. It is unclear whether
the contents of the vials - which had been packaged within SAP or
LAP secondary packaging and arrived unfrozen - experienced a
freeze-thaw event during this interval.

Fig. 1B shows the g-forces recorded in the accelerated stress stud-
ies when the Shocklog 298 was packed in LAP and SAP and subjected
to tumbling and shaking . High g-forces (ca. 30 g) were recorded
at ~1-second intervals as the packages dropped repeatedly in the
rotary high repetition drop instrument. The g-forces recorded during
tumbling in SAP packaging appear to be somewhat attenuated com-
pared to those observed when LAP packaging was used. During shak-
ing, the Shocklog 298 instrument recorded impacts that were
characterized by lower g-forces that occurred at a higher frequency
than those seen in the tumbling experiments. In contrast to results
obtained during tumbling, the packaging type (LAP vs. SAP) had no
discernable effect on the magnitude of the g-forces measured in
shaking studies.

Fluorescence intensity as function of protein aggregation

Bis-ANS, an extrinsic fluorescence dye, was used to detect aggre-
gates formed in both the lab-simulated and live shipping studies.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of stresses (shipping, shaking, and tumbling),



Fig. 1. Shocklog data collected from live shipping study and in-lab accelerated stress studies. A. Root mean square of the max g-forces per minute samples experienced during leg 1
(CO to NC), top, and during leg 2 (NC to CO), bottom. B. Root mean square of g-forces experienced by samples in SAP or LAP from shaking or tumbling stress.
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packaging type, and IAV ratio on IVIg aggregation as reflected in fluo-
rescence intensity. Increased fluorescence, and therefore aggregation,
was observed as the IAV ratio increased. Fluorescence was increased
in samples after shipping, although even greater fluorescence
increases were observed in the accelerated studies in spite of their
relatively short duration. The packaging type influenced the magni-
tude of the fluorescence increase observed following application of
some stresses. Specifically, SAP appeared to provide more protection
(i.e. lower fluorescence intensities corresponding to less aggregation)
than LAP against tumbling stress but offered somewhat less protec-
tion than LAP against shaking stress.

SEC��HPLC analysis of monomeric protein remaining after shipping and
accelerated stress experiments

Samples of IVIg formulations that had been subjected to cross-
country shipping, accelerated tumbling stress, or accelerated shaking
stress were analyzed via SEC��HPLC to quantify losses of soluble pro-
tein. As shown in Fig. 3, all stresses resulted in extensive loss of
monomeric protein. Shipped samples that initially contained 0.5 mg/
mL IVIg lost between 0.02 mg/mL and 0.14 mg/mL monomeric pro-
tein. This loss of monomeric protein increased as the IAV ratio
increased. The rate of monomeric protein loss was greatest for sam-
ples that were tumbled; application of tumbling stress for only
15 min caused greater protein losses than those incurred in samples
shipped round-trip cross-country. Samples with high IAV ratios (cor-
responding to low fill volumes) that had been packed in SAP packag-
ing showed less fractional protein loss than corresponding samples
that had been packed in LAP. Protein losses in samples subjected to
shaking for 4 h were larger than those recorded after 15 min of tum-
bling or after cross-country shipping. There were minimal differences
between the protein losses for samples in LAP and SAP following
application of shaking stress.

Severe aggregation occurred at later time points in the accelerated
stress studies, as was apparent from visually observable cloudiness in
the IVIg solutions. While formal appearance testing was not per-
formed for this study, when handling these protein solutions, small
globules of aggregated protein were observed to adhere to pipette
tips. This stickiness may have led to falsely decreased fluorescence
intensity measurements and flow imaging counts. In contrast,
because the HPLC analysis measured remaining soluble protein levels
rather than the aggregates and particles themselves, it likely pro-
vided a more accurate quantification method.

Flow Imaging Microscopy (FIM) analysis of particle morphology and
concentration

FIM analysis was performed on all samples to characterize
changes in the number and morphology of subvisible (i.e. of size
>2 mm in diameter) protein aggregates in each sample. As shown in
Fig. 4, particle counts in shipped samples increased with increasing
IAV ratio. After round-trip shipping, concentrations of particles in
size ranges 10−25 mm and > 25 mm exceeded USP h788i limits for
particles in products for parenteral administration20 (Table 1). In gen-
eral, formulations shipped in vials that had been packaged in the SAP
packaging had fewer particles than those packaged in LAP.

In accelerated studies, the increase in particle counts was more
pronounced with both tumbling stress and shaking stress for samples
packaged in LAP (Fig. 4). Consistent with the results from shipping
studies, lower particle counts were observed in samples with lower
IAV ratios exposed to either accelerated shaking or tumbling stresses.
Shaking generally produced larger particles than did tumbling, and



Fig. 1. Continued.
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fewer particles >25 mm in size were observed when vials were pack-
aged in SAP packaging (Table 1). After shaking for longer periods of
time, the total number of particles detected by FIM plateaued or even
decreased. This phenomenon is likely explained by the agitation-
dependent agglomeration of many smaller particles to form fewer,
larger particles Consistent with this interpretation, higher numbers
of large particles >10 mm and increasing levels of fluorescence inten-
sity were observed in samples where the total FIM counts plateaued
or were decreasing.

The collections of particle images recorded using FIM (Fig. 5) after
samples were subjected to tumbling or shaking stress appeared to be
visually different. A small subset of particles in tumbled samples
were dark in color and roughly spherical, qualitatively resembling air
bubbles with small protein aggregates attached to the outside of the
bubbles. In contrast, particles in shaken samples were typically ligh-
ter in color and frequently consisted of multiple small particles stuck
together. Machine learning approaches were applied to further ana-
lyze these observed differences in particle morphology.

Particle comparison algorithm

Raw FIM images were converted using a ConvNet to 2D embed-
dings that best captured the particle information in the full image.
Fig. 5 shows the estimated population density of image embeddings
obtained from aggregates generated in vials filled to a 1.3 cm�1 IAV
ratio by shaking, tumbling, and shipping stresses when packaged in
either LAP or SAP. The embedding space learned by the network
appears to divide FIM image embeddings into two main clusters on
the left and right side of the embedding space. These groups
delineate particles formed by shaking and tumbling stress: aggre-
gates formed by shaking generally embed in the right cluster while
those formed by tumbling generally embed in the left cluster. Fig. 6
also shows sample FIM images from each stress condition that maps
to specific regions of the embedding space. FIM images that embed in
the left cluster typically exhibit dark, circular morphologies while
those that embed in the right cluster exhibit lighter, more amorphous
morphologies. Interestingly, FIM images that were mapped to the
same region of the embedding space in Fig. 6 exhibit visually similar
particle morphology. While it is important to note that the image fea-
tures used to compute image embeddings are not always readily
human interpretable,12,21 the visual consistency between FIM images
that are mapped to a single region of the embedding space suggests
that these embeddings may be related to visually observable particle
morphology features.

The ConvNet trained in this analysis was able to easily differenti-
ate particle morphologies generated by shaking from those arising
from application of tumbling stress, but was less effective at differen-
tiating particle morphologies in vials packaged in LAP compared to
those packaged in SAP. Particle morphology distributions produced
by tumbling were more impacted by packaging than those produced
by shaking. Particles formed by tumbling vials in SAP instead of LAP
packaging exhibited increased embedding density near the leftmost
mode of the PDF, suggesting different mechanisms of aggregation
between the two packaging types. In contrast, particles produced by
shaking vials packaged in SAP exhibited embeddings relatively simi-
lar to those of particles made in LAP packaging and were thus likely
formed by similar mechanisms. These results were confirmed using
goodness-of-fit hypothesis testing. Sets of 20 randomly selected
image of particles produced under shaking stress in SAP packaging
were differentiable from those produced in LAP packaging 21% of the
time, but 67% of the time when particles were produced under tum-
bling stress. While particles formed by both stresses were impacted
by the packaging, the higher rejection rate for particles made by tum-
bling suggests a stronger packaging effect for that stress overall.

As shown in Fig. 6, the embedding maps of particles produced by
shipping stresses in both types of packing materials closely resem-
bled those particle populations generated in accelerated shaking
stress studies. Aggregates formed by shipping stress also exhibited
visually similar morphologies to those generated by shaking stress
(Fig. 6, collages). While the results in Fig. 6 were recorded at a con-
stant IAV ratio (1.3 cm�1), the embedding maps for particle produced
during shipping were independent of the vial fill volumes (Fig. 7),
suggesting that the dominant mechanisms of particle formation were
not dependent on the IAV ratio. Neither fill volume nor packaging
material visually appeared to influence the particle populations
formed via agitation. This result was confirmed using goodness-of-fit
hypothesis testing. Randomly selected sets containing 20 FIM images
of particles recorded in sample packaged in SAP could not be distin-
guished from those produced in LAP using the same fill volume at
rates higher than 5%, the Type I error rate of the test. Similarly, the
goodness-of-fit hypothesis test failed to distinguish particles pro-
duced at different IAV ratios from those produced at an IAV ratio of
1.3 cm�1.

Discussion

The formation of protein aggregates may not only reduce efficacy
of therapeutic proteins, but may also provoke adverse immune
responses. For example, in vitro studies of IVIg aggregates conducted
in human serum show that these aggregates may induce complement
activation11,22 which is associated with adverse events such as ana-
phylactic shock, altered antibody responses, and impaired immune
response.23,24 Thus, the presence of aggregates in all of our shipped
samples at levels that surpassed USP h788i guidelines is concerning.



Fig. 2. Bis-ANS fluorescence intensity by time and IAV ratio after tumbling, shaking, or shipping in SAP or LAP. Symbols represent samples from vials packaged in LAP (red circles),
SAP (blue triangles), and references (black squares). Data presented as the mean § standard deviation. Tumbling and shaking studies had an n = 3 for each condition and shipping
had an n = 4 for each condition.
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Identifying the types of stresses that are most responsible for
forming aggregates during a given process can be useful to guide
strategies for reducing process-induced aggregation. Analyses of
aggregate morphology distributions such as the FIM + ConvNet
approach used here allow evaluation of the relative contributions of
various stresses incurred during processes like shipping. Aggregates
generated by different mechanisms25 yield distributions of aggregate
morphologies that are characteristic of the root cause stress.12−14,26

Since aggregate morphology distributions are sensitive to the root
cause of aggregation, we can use these distributions as “fingerprints”
to identify underlying causes of aggregation during a process by com-
paring the aggregate morphology distributions produced during a
process with standard distributions created by applying isolated,
individual stresses in accelerated stability studies.

This approach was used to identify the relative contributions of
different mechanical stresses to protein aggregates formed during
shipping stress. To this end wemimicked individual stresses that pro-
tein therapeutics might experience during shipment and not stresses
designed to conform to ISTA or ASTM standards. Multiple types of
stresses may be present in a given process operation, making it diffi-
cult to ascertain which mechanism might be dominant. For example,
Gikanga and Maa27 recently reviewed how a number of factors com-
plicated efforts to determine dominant mechanisms of aggregate for-
mation during mixing operations. Similarly, in the present case, the
wide ranges of characteristic frequencies and amplitudes of motions
imposed during shipping present different kinds of stress that could
potentially cause protein aggregation. Shaking-based accelerated
studies applied high frequency, low magnitude g-forces to the IVIg-
containing vials, whereas during tumbling, vials were subjected to
less frequent, but much larger g-forces (Fig. 1B). In the live shipping
studies, the recorded g-forces were characteristic of a blend of both
types of accelerated studies (Fig. 1A), prompting us to question which
type of motion may be predominately responsible for aggregation
during shipping. We anticipated that the occasional high g-force
events observed during shipping would have been most closely
linked to aggregate formation. High g-force events like those encoun-
tered during tumbling or live shipping stress can be extremely dam-
aging to proteins. These large g-force events can lead to cavitation
(the formation of a gas bubble within a liquid) events and concomi-
tant high shear events near container-water interfaces.5−7 As shown
in our prior work,5−7 dropping primary containers on a solid surface
can expose the solution inside the container to severe mechanical
shock that can induce cavitation. During cavitation events caused by
mechanical shock, a bubble forms and collapses in a violent process
with release of large amounts of energy, causing the formation of
strong liquid jets and high transient temperatures — each of which
can denature a protein.28−30 Furthermore, prior reports31,32 have
shown that upon instantaneous bubble collapse, protein monomers
absorbed to the bubble surface can condense to form various types of
aggregates.

However, in contrast to our initial anticipation, the ConvNet-gen-
erated 2D embeddings of FIM images obtained from shipped samples



Fig. 3. Soluble protein remaining by time, IAV ratio, and stress type. Soluble protein determined using SEC��HPLC. Symbols represent samples from vials packaged in LAP (red
circles), SAP (blue triangles), and references (black squares). Data presented as the mean § standard deviation. Tumbling and shaking studies had an n = 3 for each condition and
shipping had an n = 4 for each condition.

Fig. 4. Particle concentration after tumbling, shaking, or shipping. Concentration of particles by time, IAV ratio, and stress type in SAP or LAP. Symbols represent samples from vials
packaged in LAP (red circles), SAP (blue triangles), and references (black squares). Axis break included to better show reference samples. Dashed lines separate IAV ratios and solid lines
separate stress type. Data presented as the mean§ standard deviation. Tumbling and shaking studies had an n = 3 for each condition and shipping had an n = 4 for each condition.
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Table 1
Particle counts per mL of IVIg samples that were tumbled, shaken, or shipped in LAP or SAP packaging. Particle counts per mL from FIM broken down into particle size bins of
2−10 mm, 10−25 mm, or >25 mm. Data shown are for vials with an IAV ratio equal to 1.3 cm�1 packaged in LAP or SAP that underwent tumbling, shaking, or shipping. Data pre-
sented as the mean § standard deviation.

Packaging Stress Time stressed (Hours) Particle count (Number of particles/mL)

2−10mm 10−25mm >25mm

Reference Tumbling 0 6.4E+02 § 2.0E+02 4.9E+01 § 5.3E+01 2.8E+01 § 1.3E+01
LAP Tumbling 0.25 8.3E+05 § 4.3E+04 1.1E+05 § 8.2E+03 4.2E+03 § 4.8E+02
SAP Tumbling 0.25 4.2E+05 § 4.5E+04 3.0E+04 § 3.8E+03 3.5E+02 § 1.1E+01
Reference Shaking 0 1.4E+03 § 5.3E+02 1.5E+02 § 8.4E+01 1.2E+01 § 1.0E+01
LAP Shaking 4 2.1E+05 § 1.6E+04 9.6E+04 § 4.7E+03 1.3E+04 § 1.2E+03
SAP Shaking 4 1.8E+05 § 2.4E+04 8.2E+04 § 2.7E+03 1.4E+04 § 3.9E+03
Reference Shipping N/A 7.3E+02 § 1.8E+02 8.0E+01 § 1.0E+01 1.0E+02 § 6.4E+01
LAP Shipping N/A 2.7E+04 § 4.5E+03 4.6E+03 § 8.3E+02 3.7E+02 § 1.5E+02
SAP Shipping N/A 3.7E+04 § 1.3E+04 7.0E+03 § 2.6E+03 5.7E+02 § 1.7E+02
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were most similar to those obtained from shaken samples which
were only exposed to continuous, low g-force motions (Fig. 6). Fur-
ther, the particle morphologies produced during shipping and accel-
erated shaking studies were quite distinct from those produced in
the high g-force tumbling studies. Thus, it appears that low g-force
events characteristic of shaking motions (such as those that might be
experienced moving along a conveyer belt at a distribution center or
those associated with air transportation) rather than the large, occa-
sional mechanical shocks (e.g., dropping of packages by a courier)
dominated aggregation during shipping.

The effects of the two packaging materials on aggregation were
consistent with the interpretation that IVIg aggregation was predom-
inately caused by low g force motions associated with shaking. The
SAP packaging, which comprises a polymer foam containing very
small air pockets designed to dampen high g-force events, attenuated
large mechanical shocks produced during tumbling and was effective
at reducing IVIg aggregation during these studies. However, packag-
ing the vials in the more advanced SAP packaging resulted in little
attenuation of the low but high-frequency g-forces that the vials
experienced during shaking, and was ineffective at reducing shaking-
Fig. 5. Randomly selected FIM images of particles from vials packaged in LAP or SAP and fill
vials.
induced aggregation. During live shipping, where a mixture of both
kinds of motions were recorded, use of the SAP packaging −which
presumably attenuated high g-force impacts but not the high fre-
quency, low g-force motions felt by the vials and their IVIg content−
did not reduce the loss of soluble protein.

The high frequency, low g-forces observed during shaking and
shipping studies cause sloshing of the liquid (i.e., motion of the free
liquid interface inside the primary container). The sloshing event
occurs as a result of disturbances applied to partially filled liquid
containers.33,34 The motion of the free liquid interface during shaking
of a vial partially filled with protein solutions also causes new
air−water interfaces to be introduced into the solution resulting in
further protein adsorption and denaturation.35 The sloshing effect
becomes more pronounced as the IAV ratio increases when larger
headspace is present, resulting in more protein aggregation and
particle formation. Our results showed that IVIg aggregation
increased in vials with reduced fill volumes that offered higher IAV
ratios. Importantly, however, our results indicate that the mechanism
of aggregation was unaffected as headspace was varied. Population
distributions of particle morphology determined from ConvNet
ed to a 1.3 cm�1 IAV ratio. Particles were formed via shaking, tumbling, or shipping the



Fig. 6. Contour plots showing the probability density function of ConvNet-derived FIM image embeddings from IVIg aggregates produced in vials filled to a 1.3 cm�1 IAV ratio that
had been (a) shaken, (b) tumbled, or (c) shipped in LAP as well as those (d) shaken, (e) tumbled, or (f) shipped in SAP. Dimensions 1 and 2 are arbitrary dimensions learned by the
trained ConvNet to differentiate the embeddings of aggregates generated by shaking and tumbling as well as those generated in LAP and SAP. The color at a given region of each
plot indicates the fraction of FIM image embeddings for that sample located at that region of the embedding space. The density of embeddings at different regions of the figure can
be determined using the color bar associated with each figure. Sample FIM images from each image that embedded in the circled regions of the embedding space are shown in the
collages to the right of each figure.

Fig. 7. Contour plots showing the PDF of ConvNet-derived FIM image embeddings from vials with different IAV ratios after shipping in either LAP or SAP. The dimensions and con-
tour plots for each figure are interpreted as described for Fig. 6.
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analysis were independent of fill volume (Fig. 7) in spite of the
increased amounts of aggregated IVIg observed as IAV ratios
increased.

Conclusions

Embedding distributions from ConvNet analyses, here shown to
correlate to particle morphology distributions of aggregates pro-
duced during cross-country shipping, were similar to those made by
shaking but distinct from those created when samples were repeat-
edly dropped in the rotary high repetition drop instrument, suggest-
ing that stresses imposed by shaking rather than the occasional high
g-force events encountered during shipping were the primary drivers
of protein aggregation.

The extent, but not the mechanism, of IVIg aggregation correlated
with the amount of air-water interfacial area, suggesting that fill-fin-
ish strategies that minimize headspaces in vials may be useful in con-
trolling shipping-induced aggregation. Even so, the identification low
g force motions as a key type of damaging stress highlights the need
for advanced packaging strategies that protect against these stresses
during shipping. Use of advanced packaging materials that attenu-
ated high g-force events successfully reduced aggregation caused by
multiple dropping events, but this made little difference to shipping-
induced aggregation. Our study suggests that most aggregates were
formed by shaking type stresses and associated fluid sloshing, a
mechanism that is not yet sufficiently addressed by current packag-
ing strategies.
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